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Am I Chell?



“Successful enough”



The perks of America



A broken system
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#1 REASON TO BE
Alexandra Marzuqa Giacaman

Musician / Sound Designer and Full Stack Developer



Music and Sound Design



Transition to Music for 
Audiovisual

- Films

- Video games

- Sound design



Where it all started…

- Music Production for 
Video games

- Women Game Jam

- Micromoon Bugs

- Aurora Red Game Dev



Micromoon Bugs

Amazing Amazon

Save the animals from the 
burning Amazon!

Bzz the Balloons

Help Inka the bee, get rid of the 
balloons that are getting in her 

way of pollination.



Our Game Jam and non Game 
Jam Games

Lumi & Squishy

Lumi, an extraterrestrial & Squishy, her IA 
pet, have crashed

in a theme park in another planet and 
they must build a new ship to return.

GMTK 2021

Circus Cuchito

Are they cats? are they children? They are 
Cuchitos!

Help them get to the pool without 
bouncing into the spikes!

This project was a challenge that we set 
ourselves as a team to make games again. We 
had only 4 days to develop it, in the available 

times we had and we did it! (Jan, 2023)

Root Out

In Root Out you play as a living drawing of 
a carrot. While enjoying your freedom as 
a vegetable you must avoid predators like 

slugs and birds by burrowing 
underground. But be careful too much 
time underground and your roots won't 

stop growing and you'll end up blooming!



Full Stack Developer
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